Dear CoE-MaSS Funding Recipient,

Re: How to cite support from the CoE-MaSS

The policy below outlines how to cite the Centre in a publication/presentation/output that has been produced with funding from, or co-funding by, the CoE-MaSS. Please refer to the two examples shown below.

In the author address section at the beginning of publication/presentation/output: The CoE-MaSS should be listed as your secondary affiliation, e.g. **Joe Bloggs\textsuperscript{1,2}, et al.** where 1 is your home dept/school/faculty/institution, and where 2 is the official name of the national CoE-MaSS Centre: **DST-NRF Centre of Excellence in Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (CoE-MaSS)**.

In the acknowledgements section of publication/presentation/output: Any publication, presentation, research or training activity, community engagement activity, keynote support or other form of output that results from CoE-MaSS funding should include the official name of the Centre in the acknowledgements: **DST-NRF Centre of Excellence in Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (CoE-MaSS)**. The NRF also requires the inclusion of the following statement in the acknowledgements: **Opinions expressed and conclusions arrived at are those of the author and are not necessarily to be attributed to the CoE-MaSS.**

Please note that the CoE-MaSS does not attribute DHET subsidy from being included as your secondary affiliation on your research publication. The CoE-MaSS waives all **DHET subsidy** for outputs that are produced by a CoE-MaSS member (funding recipient) as the subsidy should remain with the appropriate institution(s) that carried out the research. This policy may be attached when DHET takes place as confirmation.

Kind regards

\[Signature\]

Caryn McNamara
CoE-MaSS Manager

CC: Prof Fazal Mahomed (Director, CoE-MaSS); Ms Mbalenhle Nxumalo (Administrator, CoE-MaSS); Prof Ebrahim Momoniat (Dean, Faculty of Science, Wits); Dr Robin Drennan (Director, Research Development, Wits).